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1.0 Introduction
Conway is an historic and fast growing community
and the Seat of Horry County, South Carolina. It
is one of the oldest towns in the Palmetto State
and was settled in 1732. The community grew as a
location to export timber, pitch, and turpentine; as
a center of trade for Horry County; and as a tobacco
trade center for the region.
As such, Conway’s downtown grew as a result of its
strategic location along the Waccamaw River and
early in the town’s history; warehouses and wharves
clustered along the river adjacent to a growing
commercial and governmental district.
The community is richly historic and has spent
decades reinvigorating its downtown into a location
for shopping, dining, business, recreation.
The
County and City Government provide strong anchors
for the downtown as well. Part of this revitalization
was the implementation of the Conway Riverwalk –
an award winning pedestrian path along the dark
waters of the Waccamaw.
As the community has continued to thrive, many
of the parcels along Conway’s waterfront have
remained vacant under the long time ownership of
the Burroughs family. In 2016, a singular opportunity
through a public private partnership between the City
of Conway and the Burroughs Company of Conway
arose whereby the company agreed to partner with
the City on the development and redevelopment of

key parcels along the Waccamaw and in downtown
Conway.
Recognizing this important opportunity, The City of
Conway commissioned this Riverfront and Downtown
Master Plan to accomplish several important goals:
 Explore how the City might utilize properties
now in its possession to encourage thoughtful
development and redevelopment of the
Burroughs property in partnership with the
Company;
 Better connect the Riverfront with the
commercial district of Conway which, heretofore,
has been viewed by some as separate districts;
 Look at long term development opportunities
that may exist in the study area that may
go beyond the initial investments under
consideration;
 Study key gateways into Conway to enhance the
visitor experience to the City, encourage visitors
and residents to go downtown, and improve
the adjacent neighborhoods to these gateways.

Plan Process
The City of Conway engaged Arnett Muldrow &
Associates, Ltd. of Greenville, SC alongside Mahan
Rykiel Associates of Baltimore, MD; Community
Design Solutions of Columbis, SC; and Alta Planning
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of Greenville, SC to craft this plan with input from
key stakeholders throughout the community,
consultation with City Council in public sessions, and
through the cooperation of experienced City Staff.
The plan is designed to provide a blueprint for the
future of downtown Conway that recognizes that the
City is facing perhaps the most important opportunity
for thoughtful growth of the downtown in nearly a
century. It is important to note that this plan is being
developed alongside a master plan for the Grainger
Steam Plant property – a critical redevelopment site
adjacent to downtown Conway that will represent an
additional economic development opportunity. This
site is referenced periodically throughout this report
with the understanding that a separate report is
being prepared for this site.

Context Plan
The Context Plan depicted below is an illustration
of the target areas of both this plan and the plan
for the Grainger Plant Redevelopment. The key

focus areas are the entirety of downtown Conway
including the Riverfront, the Highway 378/501
gateway, and the Highway 278/9th Avenue gateway.
A broader diagrammatic plan that shows connectivity
throughout the City of Conway including connections
to Coastal Carolina University is shown later in the
document.

Plan Organization
The plan is divided into three key strategies:
 Changing the Mindset: Gateway Impressions
 Securing Opportunities:
Riverfront Development

Downtown

and

 Building the Network: Enhancing Physical
Connections
The recommendations included with the first two
strategies are focused within four areas of the City as
outlined illustrated in Exhibit 1: Context Plan. Additional
recommendations dealing with connectivity and
included in the third strategy are city-wide.

Exhibit 1: Context Plan
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2.0 Strategy I
Changing the Mindset:
Gateway Impressions

2.0 Strategy I

Changing the Mindset: Gateway Impressions
Overview

As one approaches Conway, it is not apparent that the city includes a vibrant, historic downtown and
distinctive riverfront and riverwalk. Therefore, it is important to enhance the impressions one has of
Conway from the highway network. Specific recommendations are described below.

2.1 HIGHWAY 378/9TH AVENUE GATEWAY
As one arrives in Conway from the northwest, the
intersection of Highway 378 and 9th Avenue is a logical
location for a gateway treatment to announce the
approach to downtown. Specific recommendations
are illustrated in Exhibit 2: Highway 378/9th Avenue
Gateway and described below. Specific enhancements
can be added incrementally as funding allows.

2.1.1 Short-Term Initiatives
1.

Property Acquisition: Continue to acquire the
properties at the intersection. The two on the
southeast and northeast corners are the highest
priority as they would be the most visible as one
approaches Conway. The other two would be
desirable if funding allows.

2.

Color Median Treatments: Lessen the visual
expanse of the roadway surface by adding color
to the median. In the short-term, the median can
remain flush and demarcated with a resin based
color system as a surface coat (brick red/terra
cotta) applied directly to the asphalt. The coloring
system should utilize anti-skid surfacing. One such
manufacturer is Color-Safe.

3.

Crosswalks: Increase the visibility of the crosswalks
and create a stronger visual cue for motorists that
they are entering a downtown and neighborhood
environment. Utilize broad “piano key” white
thermoplastic crosswalk markings and replace as
they are worn.

Exhibit 2: Highway 378 / 9th Avenue Gateway
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4.

Intersection Planting: Utilize a layered planting
scheme to make the most visual impact. Plant
layers to include:
 Evergreen Trees: Evergreen trees will provide
a background for other planting and provide
year-round interest while screening adjacent
development. Utilize evergreens native to the
area that would ultimately provide height and
canopy such as Loblolly Pine.
 Canopy Shade Trees: Shade trees will also
make a significant impact and can provide a
foreground to the evergreens. Consider species
such as Willow Oak or other oak varieties.

encompass the circular planting beds) to provide
more visibility for the seasonal planting. The brick
colored vertical surface of the planters will also
enhance the gateway.
2.

Curbed Brick Medians: Consider replacing median
surface treatment with curbed brick medians.

2.1.3 Long-Term Initiatives
1.

Mast Arms: While signal mast arms are cost
prohibitive in the short-term, plan for these over
the long-term to build upon the effective efforts
made at the Highway 378 and 501 intersection.

 Ornamental Trees: Utilize ornamental trees such
as Crapemyrtle to create seasonal interest and
foreground. If tree planting is to be minimized,
omit the ornamental trees and use the canopy
shade trees and evergreens to make the most
impact.
 Ground Plane Planting: Provide a circular
planting bed at each corner and plant with low
evergreen shrubs or seasonal flowers.
5.

Street Tree Planting: Limited Right-of-Way and
overhead utilities don’t allow for street tree planting
within the Right-of-Way. However, consider
working with private property owners to secure
planting easements along the frontages leading
up to the intersection (from both directions on
Highway 378). Some property owners may wish
to have a tree on their property while others may
not which is fine as the trees do not need to be
regularly spaced. The trees should be tall canopy
trees (not ornamental trees), however, as they
will make the most visual impact and will cast
shadows across the pavement, visually reducing
the scale of the road. Where overhead utilities
are present, a canopy tree with an upright or oval
form can be used with the tree set behind the
utility lines.

6. Gateway and Wayfinding Signs: Provide “Welcome
to Conway” signage on existing poles on both
sides of Ninth Avenue as one approaches Conway.
Implement wayfinding signs that indicate
“Downtown, Waterfront, City/County Offices”
straight ahead.

2.1.2 Mid-Term Initiatives
1.

Planter Walls: If funding is limited initially,
consider the addition of low brick planter walls (to

Existing Conditions: Overhead wires dominate the visual field of
the traveler. While crosswalks are out-lined, they lack any distinctive
delineation. Turn lane medians are indicated by painted yellow lines. The
corners of this critical intersection lack any gateway arrival gestures such
as signage or landscaping.

Proposed Conditions: By burying overhead utility lines at the intersection,
visual clutter is largely removed from the skyline. Inserting brick pav-ers
or stamped asphalt in the turn lane medians helps break up the visual
width of the roadway. Bold ‘piano key’ stripes painted in the crosswalks
alert the motorist to pedestrian safety at this intersection. The inclusion
of raised planters with lush landscaping help anchor each corner and
lend distinction to this intersection as a prominant gateway into Conway.
Branded trailblazers, as a part of an overall wayfinding signage system
lend directional clarity to traveler as they navigate Conway.
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2.2 HIGHWAY 378/501 GATEWAY
While probably more significant than the
intersection of Highway 378/Ninth Avenue
as a gateway, this intersection is also more
challenging in terms of making positive
improvements because of the numerous
billboards and limited areas for landscape.
Still, there are some opportunities to make
improvements. Specific recommendations
are illustrated in Exhibit 3: Highway 378/501
Gateway and outlined below.

2.2.1 Short-Term Initiatives
1.

Color
Median/”Refuge
Triangle”
Treatments: Lessen the visual expanse of
the roadway surface by adding color to
the median and the pedestrian “refuge
triangle” at the southeast corner. These
areas can remain flush and demarcated
with a resin based color system as a
surface coat (brick red/terra cotta) applied
directly to the asphalt. The coloring
system should utilize anti-skid surfacing.
One such manufacturer is Color-Safe.

2.

Crosswalks: Increase the visibility of
the crosswalks and create a stronger
visual cue for motorists that they are
entering a downtown and neighborhood
environment. Utilize broad “piano key”
white thermoplastic crosswalk markings
and replace as they are worn.

3.

Planting: Utilize a variety of planting
techniques
feasible
within
this
challenging intersection.
These may
include:
 Evergreen Tree Mass: Utilize the
embankments on Highway 501, south
of Highway 378 to accommodate
a massing of tall evergreen trees.
Evergreen trees will provide a visually Exhibit 3: Highway 378 / 501 Gateway
prominent background and provide
all directions). Some property owners may wish
year-round interest while screening undesirable
to have a tree on their property while others
views. Utilize evergreens native to the area that
may not which is fine as the trees do not need
would ultimately provide height and canopy
to be regularly spaced. The trees should be tall
such as Loblolly Pine.
canopy trees (not ornamental trees), however,
 Street Trees: As with the other gateway, there is no
as they will make the most visual impact and
room within the Right-of-Way for tree planting.
will cast shadows across the pavement, visually
However, consider working with private property
reducing the scale of the road. Where overhead
owners to secure planting easements along the
utilities are present, a canopy tree with an
frontages leading up to the intersection (from
upright or oval form can be used with the tree
Riverfront and Downtown Master Plan u Conway, South Carolina
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set behind the utility lines.
 Ground Plane Planting: Some small areas near
the intersection may be appropriate for bold
massings of low evergreen shrubs or seasonal
flowers if there is the ability to maintain them.
4.

Gateway Sign: “Welcome to Conway” signage may
be considered on existing poles, however, care
should be taken not to add to the sign clutter that
currently exists. It may be appropriate to place the
signs further away from the intersection where
they would not be lost.

2.2.2 Mid-Term Initiatives
1.

Ornamental Fencing and Bollards: The existing
automobile dealership at the southeast corner
of the intersection offers limited potential for
landscape enhancements. Additionally, cars
have been known to jump the curb coming off
the bridge, causing property damage to this
dealership. Consider an ornamental fence fronted
by sturdy bollards along this frontage. They will
not provide a solid screen but could help provide
a coherent edge along the property while offering
protection of the property.
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2.3 GRAINGER PROPERTY
While this master plan did not include developing a
land plan for the Grainger Property, this site is highly
visible from Highway 501 and offers the potential
to create a positive image with redevelopment. As
development proposals are developed for this site, the
following recommendations should be considered
as they relate to Conway’s gateway image:

2.3.1 Short-Term Initiatives
1.

Grainger Property Site Planning: As developers
consider proposals for redevelopment of the
Grainger Property, the City should require high
quality site planning and landscape design that
includes:
 Broad landscape setbacks in scale with the
highway and the highway speeds.
 Predominant use of shade trees along Highway
501 frontage (informal placement or regularly
spaced) to create a highly visible edge along
the frontage that is in scale with the speed of
the highway while allowing for views beneath
the canopies to the proposed development.
 Consideration for ornamental fencing, piers or
walls that are compatible with the architectural
design of the proposed buildings.
 Screening of storage or loading areas.

 Low screening of parking areas (for example, a
low hedge to lessen the impact of any parking
between the buildings and Highway 501).

2.

Grainger Property Architecture: The architectural
design will depend upon the ultimate use of
the facility. Architectural design should be high
quality and present a positive image for Conway.
The architectural design should be compatible
with the traditional architectural styles of Conway,
which could include contemporary architecture
provided the scale, massing, articulation, etc. is
appropriate. Imitation of historic architectural
styles should be avoided.

Additional recommendations for the Grainger
Property that relate to connectivity are included later
in this report.
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3.0 Strategy II
Securing Opportunities:
Downtown and Riverfront
Development

3.0 Strategy II

Securing Opportunities: Downtown and Riverfront
Development
Overview

There is great potential for additional investment in downtown Conway that increases the vitality of the
district as well as reinforces connections to the riverfront. Stakeholders in Conway often speak of the
“downtown” and “riverfront” as two separate districts because they lack strong connections. The goal
with new investment should be to reinforce Conway as a “riverfront downtown” rather than two separate
districts. Specific recommendations are illustrated in Exhibit 4: Downtown/Riverfront Core and outlined
below.

3.1 DOWNTOWN/RIVERFRONT CORE
Numerous opportunities for private and public
sector investment in open spaces, streetscape and
development exist in downtown Conway. Some of
these opportunities are achievable in the short-term
and already in the planning phases while others
are more long-term visions. These opportunities are
illustrated in Figure 4: Downtown/Riverfront Core and

on additional exhibits that follow. It is important to
note that some of the recommendations for some
parcels shown and described are “placeholders.”
They serve as a visual means of preserving desired
potential opportunities to minimize the chances that
these parcels would be developed in a manner not
beneficial for downtown.
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Exhibit 4: Riverfront Core
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3.1.1 Short-Term Initiatives
1.

Placemaking Opportunities: There are several
areas within downtown that are spatially welldefined and provide important connections midblock, between the retail streets and parking
resources to the rear, and between the downtown
core and the riverfront areas. These should be
considered for relatively inexpensive but highly
effective “placemaking” enhancements including
public art, murals, lighting, planters and, in some
instances, special paving. These spaces can also
serve as small event or “pop-up” activity spaces.
Specific locations to consider include:

enhancements described above for Norman
Alley, with the exception of paving treatments.
Since this would be a temporary space, any
improvements would need to be portable to
use in other locations once development occurs.
 3rd Avenue Mid-Block Connections: The existing
mid-block connections off of 3rd Avenue, linking
the shopping district with parking resources
behind function well as pedestrian connections,
however, that is about it. The techniques
described above for Norman Alley could be
used in these spaces as well to transform them
into “places”.

 Norman Alley River Connection: Norman
Alley is an important connection between
Main Street and the riverfront and could be
enhanced to further reinforce this connection.
Enhancements should consider:
¸¸ Overhead string lights (this would be the
easiest and most effective improvement to
implement)
¸¸ Wall-mounted accent lighting on adjacent
buildings
¸¸ Murals on building facades (could include
an artistic wayfinding map of downtown
and the riverfront)
¸¸ On-Street parking to remain most of the
time, but allowing flexibility for temporary
parklets and outdoor seating/umbrella
tables in some of the spaces on weekends
or during events

Existing Conditions: This alley/roadway has a critical role in the life of
downtown Conway as it re-sides beside the famous Trestle restaurant and
leads to vibrant retail spaces as well as the river beyond. Currently there
is little definition to the roadway due to the lack of delineated crosswalks
and narrow sidewalks.

¸¸ Planter pots with seasonal color
¸¸ Stamped colored asphalt paving pattern
to extend to and across Kingston Street to
connect to the riverwalk extension.
 2nd Avenue Courtyard: The space between the
existing buildings on Second Avenue, between
Laurel and Main Streets presents an opportunity
to create a dynamic pedestrian connection
between City Square (described below) and the
old Peanut Warehouse. Potential improvements
would be similar to those described above for
Norman Alley with the exception of the parallel
parking as this would function as a pedestrian
space only.
 Laurel Street Vacant Lot: The existing vacant lot
on Laurel Street, just south of 4th Avenue should
be preserved for future infill development.
However, in the short-term, it could be used as
a temporary event space utilizing some of the

Proposed Conditions: ‘Edison’ string lights create an implied canopy,
or ceiling, to the alley space while creating a wonderful ambiance at
night. Crosswalks and textured paving demarcate the alley as a space
for pedestrians that can include automobiles as opposed to a roadway
that can accommodate pedestrians. By sharing the space between
pedestrians, cars, parklets, outdoor dining under colorful umbrellas and
other amenities, the alley functions like a plaza off of the main street that
leads to additional assets to the rear. The inclusion of a mural or artwork
on the facade of the Fair Fashions building reinforces the presence of the
arts in downtown Conway.
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All of the locations described above, because they
are temporary in nature or located in discreet spaces,
present opportunities to experiment and have some
fun with the design treatments; treatments you might
not want to employ along your “front door” streets.
Therefore, the design for these spaces should not be
prescribed; rather the arts community, merchants,
youth, etc. should be involved with designers to
develop solutions that are unique an purposeful for
each of the spaces.
2.

Street Tree Planting and Streetscapes: Several
downtown streets, including Main Street, 3rd
Avenue and Laurel Street (south of 2nd Avenue)
are well defined by canopy shade trees that
provide comfort for pedestrians, frame storefronts
and visually reduce the scale of the streets. Other
streets, however, are characterized by small
ornamental trees which do little to make an
impact. Consideration should be given to adding
canopy trees to additional blocks, using as large
of a tree pit as possible (where sidewalk width is
an issue, consider a 4’ x 12’ tree pit, for example). In
some instances, consideration might be given to
establishing bumpouts at the ends of the blocks
and mid-block to provide larger planting areas for
canopy trees. Priority blocks include those that
reinforce connections between the downtown
core and the riverfront:

 4th Avenue, between Main Street and the
bridge at Lake Kingston. In addition to canopy
street trees, streetscape improvements should
also include:
¸¸ Ornamental pedestrian lighting
¸¸ Low hedge or ornamental fence to soften
any parking areas that front onto the street
¸¸ Well delineated crosswalks using white
“piano key markings” or colored stamped
asphalt (brick pattern)
 3rd Avenue, between Main and Kingston Streets
 Kingston Street, between Main Street and the
river
 Kingston Street, between 4th and 3rd Avenues
(in association with adjacent residential
development). In addition to canopy street
trees, streetscape improvements should also
include:
¸¸ Ornamental pedestrian lighting
¸¸ Low hedge or ornamental fence to soften
any parking areas that front onto the street
¸¸ Well delineated crosswalks using white
“piano key markings” or colored stamped
asphalt (brick pattern)

Riverfront and Downtown Master Plan u Conway, South Carolina
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3.

Lake Kingston Residential: New residential
development with approximately 30 units is
currently being planned along the waterfront,
at 4th Avenue and Kingston Street. The
residential is facing the waterfront with parking
along Kingston Street. As the planning and
design moves forward, important factors to
consider (most of which are already included
in the planning process) include:
 Equal design consideration should be given
to all four building facades as there will be
no “back door” side with frontage on streets,
the water and pedestrian connections to
the riverwalk.
 Accommodate future extension of the
riverwalk with public access.
 Provide well-designed public pedestrian
access between Kingston Street and the
riverwalk extension on both the north and
south sides of the new residential building.
 Streetscape
above.

enhancements

described
the building.

 Locate dumpsters and compactors within
parking area. Because there will be no discreet
location, utilize architectural screening that is an
obvious extension of the building architecture.
 Provide shared parking resources, at a minimum
for some portion of the day. The master plan
shows approximately ____ spaces.
4.

Kingston
Square
Residential:
Additional
residential development is planned for the Jerry
Cox Company Building on the southwest corner of
4th Avenue and Kingston Street. This development
will include repurposing of the first floor with
additional floors constructed above. As design
and planning moves forward, considerations
should include:
 Provide rooftop outdoor
spaces for upper floors.

terraces/amenity

 Accommodate and coordinate with the
Norman Alley improvements and ensure that
building frontages along Norman Alley help to
activate or provide visual interest.
 Locate dumpsters and compactors within
parking area. Because there will be no discreet
location,
utilize
architectural
screening
that is an obvious extension of the building
architecture. Alternatively, explore options to
locate dumpsters and compactors internal to

 Provide shared parking resources, at a minimum
for some portion of the day. The master plan
shows approximately ___ spaces.
5.

Restaurant Expansion: The existing seafood
restaurant has expressed interest in expanding its
building and creating an outdoor dining terrace,
providing more activity along the waterfront. As
design and planning moves forward, consideration
should be given to the following:
 Locate dumpsters and compactors within
parking area. Because there will be no discreet
location, utilize architectural screening that is an
obvious extension of the building architecture.
 Coordinate with Norman Alley design to provide
clear connection between alley and riverfront.

6. Riverwalk Extension: Plan and design a riverwalk
connection between the intersection of Kingston
Street/4th Avenue and the church property.
Consider the following:
 Work with seafood restaurant and Lake Kingston
Residential development to coordinate site
planning and interface with their properties
and associated private outdoor areas.
 Coordinate with design of Norman Alley to
provide clear connection between the alley and
riverwalk.
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3.1.2 Mid-Term Initiatives
1.

Riverwalk Extension: Continue the
riverwalk extension along the church
property to connect with the existing
riverwalk south of the railroad spur.
Consider the following:
 Explore creating a link underneath
the rail spur using a bridge/boardwalk
system located between trestles.
Alternatively, provide clear connection
along Kingston Street and the edge of
the church parking lot.
 Work with the church to coordinate
how the riverwalk extends behind
church property. Consider lighting and
clear sight lines to discourage negative
activity.

2.

Main Street Bridge Lighting:
The
Main Street Bridge structure is quite
distinctive, particularly from below where
the piers/trusses create a “cathedral like”
quality. Consideration should be given to
floodlighting these piers to accentuate
their qualities and draw attention to the
riverfront area.

3.

City Square: There is a tremendous
opportunity to develop the City-owned
property adjacent to City Hall to create
a new administration building and
civic gathering space. The design and
planning should consider the following
as illustrated in Exhibit 5: City Square:
 Civic Space: Create a civic space that
is visible to the street as opposed
to internally oriented to maximize
exposure and activity. The corner of
Laurel Street and 2nd Avenue works
well for this as the existing buildings Exhibit 5: City Square
on Laurel and 2nd will provide
to accommodate seating, public art,
architectural definition of the space along with
circulation, etc.
the new City building described below. Open
¸¸ Avoid “filling” the center of the space so that
space considerations include:
flexibility can be maintained.
¸¸ Avoid over-designing the space. Maintain an
¸¸ Design pathways through the space to
open, simple design that allows for flexibility
encourage pedestrians to pass through the
of how the space is used.
space.
¸¸ Coordinate the streetscapes to include
¸¸ Consider how the space can be expanded
canopy trees as they will be important to
for some events by temporarily closing
shade the space considering the southern
adjacent sections of Laurel Street and 2nd
and western exposures.
Avenue.
¸¸ Include paved areas along the perimeter
Riverfront and Downtown Master Plan u Conway, South Carolina
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¸¸ Coordinate with the design of the market
sheds as described below.
¸¸ Eliminate the pull-in parking along 2nd
Avenue and replace with parallel parking.
 Administration Building: Locate a new two-story
administration building in an “L” shape so that
it provides definition to the north and east sides
of the civic space described above.
¸¸ Provide an entrance and open “pass through”
lobby area accessible from the civic space
side and the parking lot side. Provide a small
plaza area/forecourt on the parking lot side
of the entrance.
¸¸ Provide a building design that is compatible
to Conway’s architectural scale and quality.
The design should avoid trying to imitate
historic styles, rather it should be compatible
through massing, forms and articulation.
The lobby and first floor areas should be very
open and welcoming.
 Parking Lot: Maintain the existing welllandscaped parking lot off of Main Street and
Scarborough Alley. This lot can also be closed
off during large events and used to extend the
public space.
 Scarborough Alley: Provide canopy tree
planting and pedestrian scaled lighting along
Scarborough Alley to provide a strong streetscape
edge to City Square while still providing service
access to the existing buildings.

Existing Conditions: This prime location in the heart of downtown is
ideally suited for a redevelopment. Sur-face parking lots could be relocated
to accommodate a new municipal building and the existing green space
could be enhanced and expanded to create a town green as well as a ideal
location for the farmers market. Carefully placed buildings could reinforce
the street edge and downtown grid.

4.

Laurel Street Parking Deck: Plan for the
development of a parking deck on the existing
County surface lot at the corner of Laurel Street and
2nd Avenue. This will provide a significant parking
resource for future riverfront development and
the downtown core. More importantly it would
allow for new development along Laurel Street to
further connect the core to the riverfront. Specific
considerations include:
 Set the parking deck back so that it allows
for future mixed-use development (described
under long-term initiatives) along the 2nd
Avenue and Laurel Street frontages. Ideally, the
setback would be great enough to allow the
future development to be independent of the
parking structure, however, the structure can
also be designed so that it could be “wrapped”
with mixed use development if necessary.
Regardless, the parking deck should not be
located adjacent to the street edge where it
would detract from the goal of connecting the
core with the riverfront.
 Provide a high quality façade along the western
façade which would be visible from the County
building. Other facades should be attractive but
do not require the same level of detail as they
will be screened by the future development.
 As illustrated on the master plan drawing,
the parking deck could accommodate
approximately ____spaces per level.

Proposed Conditions: An “L-shaped ” building could frame a town green
while shade trees along the perimeter of the site would provide a sense
of enclosure to the town green while defining the street edge. Brick paver
or stamped asphalt crosswalks would give a clear indication of pedestrian
priority and safety. A pavilion could anchor the farmers market on one side
of the development site.
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5.

Street Tree Planting and Streetscapes: Later phase
street tree planting and streetscapes should focus
on additional blocks, including:
 4th Avenue between Main and Laurel Streets
 Laurel Street between 4th and 2nd Avenues

6. Market Pavilions: As part of the City Square
planning, provisions should be made to
accommodate an outdoor farmers market
pavilion(s) along 2nd Avenue in place of the City
Utilities Building. Specific considerations include:
 Utilize a design that is open and reminiscent of
the shed structures found historically along the
riverfront area.
 Place and design the market sheds so that
they can be used for other purposes when not
functioning as a farmers market.
 Place the sheds so that they create a strong link
to the existing underutilized park space at Main
Street and 2nd Avenue.
 Coordinate the design and planning with the
reuse of the existing buildings along
7.

Main Street Bridge Mural/Public Art and Pavement
Treatment: The area where 2nd Avenue widens at
the Main Street Bridge has an interesting spatial
quality which could be enhance further with the
development of the market pavilions and reuse of
the buildings on the south side of 2nd Avenue.
 The 2nd Avenue view also terminates on the
Main Street Bridge abutment. This abutment
could serve as a backdrop for a mural, public art
or special lighting to further reinforce this area
as a market district. Any mural, art or lighting
would need to be carefully designed to be
sensitive to the character of the Main Street
Bridge.
 Where the roadway widens, consider a center
circle of special paving (brick or stamped brick
colored asphalt) to visual reduce the expanse of
the roadway and help define circulation.

8. 2nd Avenue Buildings: the existing buildings
along the south side of 2nd Avenue between Main
and Laurel Streets are modest in design, but offer
reuse potential that could activate connections to
the riverfront along 2nd Avenue and between the
buildings toward the Peanut Warehouse.
 Indoor Market Hall: The existing _____Building
offers the potential to be reused as an indoor

market hall and/or food-related incubator
space that complements the outdoor market.
Design and reuse should consider the design
and potential for the 2nd Avenue Connection
as described earlier.
 _____ and _____ Buildings: The adjacent
buildings also offer reuse potential as
restaurants or retail space, taking advantage of
their relationship with the new civic space at
City Square and the market.
 Shared Use Parking Lot: The parking lot
between the two buildings provides a clear
visual and physical connection between the
market pavilions and the Peanut Warehouse.
This should be designed as a shared-use space
– one that functions as parking most of the time
but could also host small events such as food
truck gatherings other times.
9. River Gateway Park: The “island” of land defined
by the base of the Main Street bridge, Kingston
Street and 2nd Avenue has the potential to be an
attractive open space link between the core and
the riverfront. Specific considerations include:
 Take advantage and accentuate the gentle
slope of the space to create an appealing way
for pedestrians to get from Main Street to the
riverfront.
 Create a gateway plaza /gathering area at the
intersection of Main and Kingston Streets.
 Provide occasional canopy shade trees to
provide comfort and scale to the space while
allowing for views beneath the mature canopies.
Avoid plantings that block sightlines.
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10. Hotel or Riverfront Residential: The parcel of
land on the riverfront, south of the Main Street
Bridge has been identified as a potential hotel or
residential development site. As uses are explored,
further planning and design should consider the
opportunities described below and illustrated in
Exhibit 6: Riverfront Area:
 Consider allowing for additional building height,
up to six floors. As one crosses the Main Street
Bridge, views are oriented away from the site
toward downtown. Increased height would not
negatively impact the character of downtown
or the view from the Main Street Bridge.
 If additional height is permitted, ensure that a
well-articulated roofline is designed as it will
be visible from the Main Street bridge prior to
when the bridge turns toward downtown.
 Provide a clearly organized site plan that allows
for a cohesive district. Specifically:
¸¸ Orient the building and site elements
parallel to the existing rail spur so that site
development can occur with or without
the rail spur remaining. This will allow for
the most efficient and coherent use of
the site and would also allow for phasing
of the site development to occur without
being dependent upon the removal of the
spur. For example, in the initial stages of

development the parking and circulation
can be designed with the spur remaining.
If the rail spur goes away in the future, an
additional bay of parking can be added in
its place.
¸¸ Provide clear vehicular, pedestrian and
vehicular connections to the surrounding
road network and to adjacent uses and
open spaces. Provide direct pedestrian
connections between the hotel and Lower
River Warehouse to Laurel Street and the
proposed Laurel Street Parking Deck.
¸¸ Coordinate with the rail ownership to allow
for three vehicular crossing points should
the rail spur remain.
¸¸ Utilize the grade change and floodplain
restrictions to provide covered parking
below the first floor.
11. Reconstructed Lower River Warehouse: The
current owners of the Lower River Warehouse
are exploring the feasibility of reconstructing
this historic building and raising the structure
above flood zones. This is an important asset to
the riverfront and its history and its preservation
is important. If this proves not to be financially
viable, the materials should be salvaged and
reused in some way along the riverfront.

Exhibit 6: Riverfront Area
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12. Peanut Warehouse Site Improvements: As the
Peanut Warehouse is renovated consider the
following site enhancements:
 Provide surface parking in front of the warehouse,
between it and Laurel Street. Because of the
character of the warehouse building, the parking
should not be over designed and appear as a
typical parking lot. Consider exposed aggregate
surfacing and/or permeable paving and limit
planting to the perimeter so that the warehouse
is visible from the street. The character of the
parking lot should convey a similar “informality”
that the warehouse building does.
 Limit access to the parking area to the north
end of the lot, allowing the existing Right-ofWay on the south side to be abandoned. This
will help to accommodate an outdoor porch
on the south side of the warehouse as well as
will help to connect the open space under the
water tower with the event space described
below without pedestrian/vehicular conflicts.
Alternatively, provide limited vehicular access
only during special events along a access that
is designed more as a pedestrian than vehicular
space.

 Provide for an outdoor event lawn on the east
side of the warehouse to take advantage of
proximity to the riverfront and potential hotel
site and views to the Main Street Bridge. The
space should be designed to be flexible and
should we well defined with canopy shade
trees.
13. Bike Ferry/River Taxi: Depending upon the timing
of bike trail connections to Coastal Carolina
University as described below, consider a bike
ferry connecting the short distance between
the downtown riverfront and the lands across
the river. The ferry landing should be designed
in conjunction with the riverfront development
described in this section.

3.1.3 Long-Term Initiatives
1.

Riverbend Residential: Preserve the site just
south of the rail spur crossing for additional
residential development. As with the Lake
Kingston Residential development described
earlier, provide for pedestrian connectivity to the
riverwalk on both sides of the building.

2.

Laurel Street Mixed-Use Development Cluster:
Construct mixed-use development along 2nd
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Avenue and Laurel Street in front of (or wrapping)
the Laurel Street Parking Deck described above.
Upper floor uses can be office or residential,
however, ground floor uses, particularly along
Laurel Street should be active uses including
restaurant or retail to help reinforce connections
to the riverfront. Mixed-use development should
extend to the south and consider redesign of
the existing stormwater facility to allow for more
development potential as described below.
3.

4.

Laurel Street Stormwater Garden: Redesign the
existing stormwater facility to become more
of a landscape amenity for future mixed-use
development. The facility could be designed
with a naturalized edge along Laurel Street and
a more architectural edge with terraces along
the building facades. Appropriate plantings that
can tolerate occasional inundation could be used
to create a planting amenity. This open space
amenity would complement the existing dropoff circle across Laurel Street and create a strong
connection to the riverfront.

waterfront and riverwalk. Specific considerations
include:
 Infill development should be compatible in
scale with adjacent development
 Street-facing facades should be articulated with
windows, doors and awnings to help activate
the street.
 Ground floors should be preserved for retail/
restaurant uses with upper floors reserved for
residential or office.
 The existing park space at the corner of Main
Street and 4th Avenue, while an attractive
open space, should be considered for infill
development as this is not the most effective
location for an open space. If it is to remain as
an open space, consideration should be given
to the adjacent property/business owner to
open up the façade with windows, roll up doors,
etc. to help activate the space.

Main Street Parking Deck: The northern section of
the downtown core offers few opportunities for a
significant parking resource. The existing uses on
the west side of Main Street, north of 4th Avenue,
however, don’t fully utilize the site and location.
This property should be preserved as a future
opportunity for structured parking that could
serve new downtown residential development,
the old post office event space as well as nearby
infill development described below. Specific
considerations include:
 Avoid locating the structure on the street corner,
preserving the corner site for infill development
and active uses.
 For the frontage along Main Street, try to locate
active ground floor uses on the structure to
activate the street edge.
 Because the structure will be visually prominent
from Main Street, it should be designed
with a high level of architectural quality and
articulation.
 As illustrated on the master plan drawing,
the parking deck could accommodate
approximately ____spaces per level.

5.

Other Long-Term Infill Opportunities: Throughout
downtown, opportunities should be preserved for
infill development, particularly along 4th Avenue to
fill in the “gaps” along the street edges and further
activate 4th Avenue as a key connection to the
Riverfront and Downtown Master Plan u Conway, South Carolina
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3.2 GENERAL DOWNTOWN/RIVERFRONT GUIDELINES
While this master plan scope does not include
detailed design guidelines, a few design and planning
guidelines, in particular, should be considered as
various master plan projects are implemented. These
may apply to some or most of the specific projects
described above.

3.2.1 Tree Planting
Tree planting throughout downtown should follow
two simple principles: 1. Use the right tree for the right
place; and 2. If there is room for a large tree, plant a
large tree. Trees provide comfort and shade, help to
reduce the scale of expansive paved areas, provide
spatial definition (particularly when an architecture
edge is missing) and frame important views and
building facades. Specific guidelines to consider
include:
1.

It is important to note that numerous trees do not
need to be planted at close spacing along a street
edge. If large canopy trees are used, trees planted
at the ends of the block and in the center of the
block is often enough to make an impact.

2.

Rigid tree spacing does not need to be followed
along the street, as nobody will know if the trees
are evenly spaced or not. Instead, trees should be
located so that they frame storefronts, entrances
and/or significant architectural features.

3.

The largest possible tree pit should be used to
provide adequate growing area. For some areas, it
might be appropriate to consider the loss of a few
parking spaces to allow for curb bumpouts and
larger planting areas.

4.

Consider the overall form of the tree. For narrow
spaces, tall upright forms should be considered.

5.

Small ornamental trees, such as crapemyrtles, are
often over-used and often to the detriment of a
downtown streetscape. Their mature canopies
block storefronts and the multi-stemmed form
is not conducive to pedestrian activity. If smaller
ornamental trees must be used, consider single
trunk varieties that can be limbed to have higher
canopies as they mature.

6. Utilize tall canopy trees along the perimeter
of surface parking lots to define the edges,
particularly where surface parking fronts onto a
street.
7.

Utilize canopy trees within parking lot islands
to reduce the scale of the parking and provide

shade, particularly for parking lots that also serve
as event spaces. Generally, a few larger islands
that can accommodate larger trees are preferable
to numerous small planting islands.

3.2.2 Dumpster/Compactor Locations and
Screening
Service functions are a necessary element for any kind
of development downtown. In some instances where
there is no obvious “back door” (for example, uses
that front both a street and the riverwalk) dumpsters
and compactors need to be placed in less than ideal
locations. The following specific guidelines should be
considered:
1.

Where possible, locate dumpsters and compactors
in the rear of a building or out of few from public
areas.

2.

Where a property has multiple “front doors”, utilize
architectural screening to create enclosures that
are compatible with the architecture and are
integrated into the overall building and site design.

3.

Where possible, utilize a compactor that is located
in a central location and shared by multiple
property owners.

3.3.3 Pavement Treatments
Special paving can be effective in elevating the
aesthetics and functionality of a downtown. Often,
however, too much emphasis can be placed on
creating an expensive, complicated paving design
when the most important streetscape elements
are active storefronts, trees, lighting, planter pots,
outdoor tables, etc. Many of Conway’s streetscapes
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with concrete sidewalks are highly effective because
of the architecture, storefronts, canopy trees and
ornamental lighting. In some instances, however,
special paving can be effective to highlight special
areas or important connections. Consideration should
be given to the following:
1.

Reserve special paving such as brick or cobble
pavers for special areas within the downtown.
Consolidate special paving so that an entire area
(even if small) can be done rather than trying to
spread the special paving out everywhere by
using narrow bands of it along with larger fields
of concrete.

2.

Colored, stamped asphalt and/or concrete is an
effective and economical solution where brick
or pavers are not feasible. In particular, stamped
asphalt or concrete should be considered
for downtown crosswalks, the paving within
intersections and along key connections to
the riverfront. When using stamped asphalt or
concrete, it is important to consider the following:
 “Brick” textures and colors are more effective
when applied with stamped asphalt.
 “Stone or Cobble” textures and colors are more
effective when applied with stamped concrete.
 For any stamped material, patterns used should
reflect patterns that would be used if the
actual material were being used. Brick paving,
for example, generally includes a dominant
pattern within an overall paving field (such as
herringbone pattern) and an edge pattern
(such as a header course) to define the edges.
Similarly, a stamped asphalt that replicates
brick should also utilize edge and field patterns.
 Colors should be selected carefully. For stamped
asphalt to appear as brick, earthy colored reds
and terra cottas should be used rather than
jarring or “unnatural” shades of red/pink. Again,
this is easier to achieve with stamped asphalt
than concrete. Similarly, natural stone and
cobble colors should be selected for stamped
concrete where the concrete is trying to
replicate those materials.

3.3.4 Crosswalk Treatments
To encourage a walkable, pedestrian-friendly
environment, crosswalks need to be highly visible.
This includes crosswalks downtown as well as along
the highway approaches, particularly at gateways as
described earlier. Specific considerations include:

1.

“Piano key” white markings are the most visible
and are appropriate for downtown and the
highway gateways.

2.

Within the downtown, if “brick” is desired, a
stamped brick asphalt pattern should be used,
however, the borders should still utilize white
thermoplastic marking tape so that the crosswalks
are more visible to motorists.

3.3.5 Bike Facilities
As Conway transitions to a more bike-friendly
community once stronger connections can be made
with Coastal Carolina University, bike facilities (bike
racks, covered commuter parking, signage, etc.)
will need to be provided throughout downtown,
particularly near key destinations such as the riverwalk.
As development occurs throughout downtown,
property owners should be encouraged to incorporate
bike racks into their site plans. Bike racks are also a
great opportunity to incorporate public art.
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4.0 Strategy III
Building the Network:
Enhancing Physical
Connections

4.0 Strategy III

Building the Network: Enhancing Physical
Conditions
Overview

As Conway continues to develop a vibrant, livable downtown, consideration needs to be given to
enhancing physical connections to the downtown from the broader region, particularly to Coastal
Carolina University. The City has been doing a good job at implementing sections of trails and bike
paths with new development and has studied potential routes for connecting these segments into a
comprehensive system. These existing and potential routes are illustrated in Exhibit 7: Potential Trail
System and Connections.

4.1 GRAINGER PROPERTY
In addition to the gateway/image recommendations
related to the Grainger Property as described in
Strategy 1, this site is critical in the overall connectivity
of Conway. Specific connections are described below
and illustrated in Exhibit 1: Context Plan.

4.1.1 Short-Term Initiatives
1.

Grainger Property Site Planning: Coordinate
with design and planning team for the Grainger
Property, regardless of the use, to plan for trail
connections throughout the property and along
Marina Drive to connect to the riverwalk.

2.

Incorporate the Grainger Property planning into
any planning for a bike ferry or river taxi and
explore how the Grainger Property and downtown
can be connected by boat.

3.

Plan for street
neighborhood.

4.

connections

to

adjacent

Work with the design and planning team to
coordinate the wetland/landscape restoration
area and opportunities to make a significant
amenity for the city as well as the development.

4.1.2 Mid-Term Initiatives
1.

Implement street connections to Marina Drive
through the extensions of Powell Street and

Lewis Street. Include sidewalk connections and
consider bike routes along these streets to tie into
the broader network.
2.

Establish street tree planting along Marina Drive.
Consider this prior to development to get allow
the trees to get established.

4.1.3 Long-Term Initiatives
1.

Implement the new uses.
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4.2 Bike Network

 Elm Street sharrows and signage (existing) from
waterfront to Collins Park

4.2.1 Overview

 2nd Avenue sharrows and signage

There are three bicycle network goals for Conway: one,
to formalize downtown bike facilities using signage,
infrastructure, and programming; two, to strengthen
the existing bicycle network throughout the City; and
three, to build connectivity across the Waccamaw
River to Coastal Carolina University and points beyond.

 Kingston Street sharrows

Downtown Improvements
With the exception of 4th Street and the Business
501 bridge, downtown Conway is bicycle-friendly
by nature (if not design), with low speed limits, onstreet parking (which slows down travel speeds), and
a traditional downtown street grid with short city
blocks and numerous interconnections.
At the same time, downtown infrastructure
requires several improvements to increase its bikefriendliness. Downtown corridors and roadway facility
improvements should include:

 3rd Avenue bike lanes, sharrows, and signage
 Laurel Street sharrows and signage
 Main Street bike lanes, sharrows, and signage
Downtown intersection improvements include the
following:
 Repaint existing crosswalk striping or convert to
high-visibility crosswalk striping
 Ensure downtown roadway intersections are
ADA-compliant
Citywide Improvements
Community connections outside of downtown
include the Waccamaw National Wildlife Refuge,
Lake Busbee, Conway High School, Collins Park, and
the Grangier site. Downtown should become a node
for bicycle transportation infrastructure in Conway.

Exhibit 7: Potential Trail System and Connections
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Regional Improvements
As part of a regional approach to bicycle improvements,
the City and its partners should cross the Waccamaw
River using a Bike ferry (which could be marketed as
the “River Chicken”) to access the campuses of Coastal
Carolina University and Horry Georgetown Technical
College. Once the river crossing is accomplished, this
paves the way to safe access to Myrtle Beach and the
East Coast Greenway.

4.2.2 Short-Term Initiatives
1.

Develop a plan for bike ferry service across the
Waccamaw River to connect downtown to Coastal
Carolina University.

2.

Start to implement downtown road striping and
sharrows on strategic corridors.

3.

Install bike and pedestrian signage.

4.

Start spot
intersections.

improvements

for

downtown

4.2.3 Mid-Term Initiatives
1.

Continue to implement downtown bicycle facility
improvements.

2.

Consider a citywide bicycle and pedestrian plan.

3.

Continue spot
intersections.

4.

Implement bike berry project.

improvements

to

downtown

4.2.4 Long-Term Initiatives
1.

Build multi-use path over Waccamaw River (501/
Alt 501) to connect to Coastal Carolina University.

2.

Develop paved and natural surface trails to and
through the Waccamaw Wildlife Refuge.

3.

Explore bicycle and pedestrian connections to the
Grangier Site as it develops.
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4.3 General Bicycle
Pedestrian Guidelines
4.3.1 Bicycle
Resources

and

Pedestrian

and
Design

There are a number of state and national design
resources that provide more detailed information on
the design of the facilities recommended in this Plan.
An overview of these is presented below:
 Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control
Devices
(MUTCD):
defines the standards used by
road managers nationwide
to
install
and
maintain
traffic control devices on
all public streets, highways,
bikeways, and private roads
open to public traffic. The
MUTCD is the primary source for guidance on
lane striping requirements, signal warrants,
and recommended signage and pavement
markings. To clarify guidance on bicycle
facilities, FHWA has set up the following
website as a resource: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/
environment/bikeped/mutcd_bike.htm
 American Association of State
Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) Guide for
the Development of Bicycle
Facilities, updated in June
2012, provides guidance on
dimensions, use, and layout
of specific bicycle facilities.
The standards and guidelines
presented by AASHTO provide basic information,
such as minimum sidewalk widths, bicycle lane
dimensions, detailed striping requirements
and recommended signage and pavement
markings.
 The National Association of City
Transportation Officials’ (NACTO)
2012 Urban Bikeway Design
Guide is the newest publication
of nationally recognized bicyclespecific design guidelines, and
offers guidance on the current
state of the practice designs.
The NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide is
based on current practices in the best cycling

cities in the world. The intent of the guide is to
offer substantive guidance for cities seeking to
improve bicycle transportation in places where
competing demands for the use of the right of
way present unique challenges. All of the NACTO
Urban Bikeway Design Guide treatments are in
use in many cities around the
US and internationally.
 The 2004 AASHTO Guide for the
Planning, Design and Operation
of Pedestrian Facilities provides
comprehensive guidance on
planning and designing for
people on foot.
 The United States Access
Board’s proposed Public Rightsof-Way Accessibility Guidelines
(PROWAG) and the 2010
ADA Standards for Accessible
Design
(2010
Standards)
contain
standards
and
guidance for the construction
of accessible facilities. This
includes requirements for sidewalk curb ramps,
slope requirements, and pedestrian railings
along stairs. Meeting the requirements of the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is an
important part of any bicycle and pedestrian
facility project.
 The 2011 AASHTO: A Policy on
Geometric Design of Highways
and Streets commonly referred
to as the “Green Book,” contains
the current design research and
practices for highway and street
geometric design.
 The South Carolina Department
of Transportation has published a variety of
additional resources for designing bicycle
and pedestrian facilities. These include the
SCDOT Highway Design Manual, SCDOT Traffic
Calming Design Guidelines, SCDOT Traffic
Signal Design Guidelines and SCDOT Access
and Roadside Management Standards. In
recent years, SCDOT has also issued several
Traffic Engineering Guidelines and Engineering
Directive Memorandums for such treatments
as pedestrian hybrid beacons, shared lane
markings, rumble strips and other complete
streets treatments.
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4.3.2 Design for Bicyclists
Bicyclists, by nature, are much more affected by
poor facility design, construction and maintenance
practices than motor vehicle drivers. Bicyclists lack the
protection from the elements and roadway hazards
provided by an automobile’s structure and safety
features. By understanding the unique characteristics
and needs of bicyclists, a facility designer can provide
quality facilities and minimize user risk.
Similar to motor vehicles, bicyclists and their bicycles
exist in a variety of sizes and configurations. These
variations occur in the types of vehicle (such as
a conventional bicycle, a recumbent bicycle or a
tricycle), and behavioral characteristics (such as the
comfort level of the bicyclist). The design of a bikeway
should consider reasonably expected bicycle types on
the facility and utilize the appropriate dimensions.
It is important to consider bicyclists of all skill levels
when creating an active transportation or complete
street plan or project. Bicyclist skill level greatly
influences expected speeds and behavior, both in
separated bikeways and on shared roadways. Bicycle
infrastructure should accommodate as many user
types as possible, with decisions for separate or
parallel facilities based on providing a comfortable
experience for the greatest number of people.

deviate from a more direct route in favor of a
preferred facility type. This group includes
all kinds of bicyclists such as commuters,
recreationalists, racers and utilitarian bicyclists.
 Interested but Concerned (approximately 60%
of population) – This user type comprises the
bulk of the cycling population and represents
bicyclists who typically only ride a bicycle on
low traffic streets or multi-use trails under
favorable weather conditions. These bicyclists
perceive significant barriers to their increased
use of cycling, specifically traffic and other safety
issues. These people may become “Enthused
& Confident” with encouragement, education
and experience and higher level facilities, such
as buffered and protected bike lanes.
 No Way, No How (approximately 30% of
population) – Persons in this category are not
bicyclists, and perceive severe safety issues
with riding in traffic. Some people in this group
may eventually become regular cyclists with
time and education. A significant portion of
these people will not ride a bicycle under any
circumstances.

The planning and engineering professions currently
use several systems to classify the cycling population,
which can assist in understanding the characteristics
and infrastructure preferences of different bicyclists.
The most conventional framework classifies the
“design cyclist” as Advanced, Basic, or Child. A more
detailed understanding of the US population as a
whole is illustrated in the following figure. Developed
by planners in Portland, OR and supported by data
collected nationally since 2005, this classification
provides the following alternative categories to
address varying attitudes towards bicycling in the US:
 Strong and Fearless (approximately 1% of
population) – Characterized by bicyclists that will
typically ride anywhere regardless of roadway
conditions or weather. These bicyclists can ride
faster than other user types, prefer direct routes
and will typically choose roadway connections
- even if shared with vehicles - over separate
bicycle facilities such as shared use paths.
 Enthused and Confident (5-10% of population) This user group encompasses bicyclists who are
fairly comfortable riding on all types of bikeways
but usually choose low traffic streets or shared
use paths when available. These bicyclists may
Riverfront and Downtown Master Plan u Conway, South Carolina
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4.3.3 Bicycle Facility Types
Consistent with bicycle facility classifications
throughout the nation, the facility types presented in
the figures below identify classes of facilities by degree
of separation from motor vehicle traffic. In general,
the wider the roadway, the higher the traffic volume,
and the greater the traffic speed, the more separation
is necessary to provide safe and comfortable riding
conditions for bicyclists. The following facility types
should be considered for Conway:
 Bicycle Boulevards are enhanced bike routes
on local street networks. They are minimally
designated by pavement markings and bicycle
wayfinding signage. Traffic calming devices
to reduce vehicle speeds and volumes while
maintaining bicycle access such as traffic
diverters, chicanes and chokers may also be
used in conjunction with bicycle boulevards.

In rural areas shoulders also provide an area
for pedestrian travel where traffic volumes or
development may not warrant sidewalks or
sidepaths.

 Buffered bike lanes are conventional bicycle
lanes paired with a designated buffer space,
separating the bicycle lane from the adjacent
motor vehicle travel lane and/or parking lane.
Buffered bike lanes are designed to increase
the space between the bike lane and the travel
lane and/or parked cars.

 Bike Lanes use striping and optionally signage
to delineate the right-of-way assigned to
bicyclists and motorists. Bike lanes encourage
predictable movements by both bicyclists and
motorists.
 Cycle Tracks are exclusive bike facilities that
combine the user experience of a separated
path with the on-street infrastructure of
conventional bike lanes. These are also referred
to as protected bicycle lanes. Cycle tracks are
either raised or at street level and use a variety

 Paved Shoulders Typically found in more rural
areas, shoulder bikeways are paved roadways
with striped shoulders (4’+) wide enough for
bicycle travel. Shoulder bikeways often, but
not always, include signage alerting motorists
to expect bicycle travel along the roadway.
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of elements for physical protection from passing
traffic.
 Shared Use Paths are facilities separated from
roadways for use by bicyclists and pedestrians.
Side paths usually refer to shared use paths
immediately adjacent to the roadway.
Greenways refer to shared-use paths that
don’t necessarily follow a roadway alignment.
Greenways typically follow other features such
as railroads, utility lines, or streams.

4.3.5 Intersections
Intersections are also an important piece of the bicycle
realm and they can either be facilitators of or barriers
to bicycle transportation. If a potential bicyclist knows
that they have to cross an uncomfortable intersection
to get to their destination, they will be less apt to
choose to bicycle there even if there are safe and
comfortable on-street bicycle facilities along the route.
The following considerations should be made when
addressing the specific intersections recommended
for improvement:
 Visibility: It is critical that bicyclists have a good
view of vehicle travel lanes and that motorists
in the travel lanes can easily see bicyclists.
Roadways should be designed to intersect
at a 90-degree angle as much as possible to
improve visibility.
 Legibility: Symbols, markings, and signs used at
corners should clearly indicate what actions the
bicyclist should take through the intersection.
Pavement markings should also heighten
driver’s awareness of potential conflicts with
bicyclists or pedestrians.

4.3.4 Bicycle Parking
Bicyclists expect a safe, convenient place to secure
their bicycle when they reach their destination. This
may be short-term parking of two hours or less, or
long-term parking for employees, students, residents,
and commuters. In order to encourage bicycling in
Conway, plentiful, convenient and attractive bicycle
parking must be provided. While specific bicycle
parking locations are not identified in this planning
effort, ample bicycle parking should be provided at
popular bicycling destinations such as parks, schools,
retail areas and other gathering places. The City could
better insure this by including bicycle parking as part
of their requirements for new development. Best
practice guidelines for bicycle parking policy and the
design and planning of bicycle parking can be found
in the ABPB Bike Parking Guidelines: http://www.
apbp.org/?page=publications

 Speed: Intersections where regular bicycle
or pedestrian traffic is expected should be
designed to minimize the speed of vehicles
driving or turning through the intersection. This
can be accomplished through improvements
such as curb extensions, turning radii reductions,
and pavement markings.
 Separation from Traffic: Intersection designs
should strive to segregate bicycle and vehicular
traffic as much as possible. Designs that allow
bicyclists to locate at the front of the intersection
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when traffic is stopped are preferred.
 Lighting: Good lighting is an important aspect
of visibility, legibility, and accessibility.
These attributes will vary with context but should be
considered in all design processes. For example, more
remote intersections may have limited or no signing.
However, legibility regarding appropriate bicycle
movements should still be taken into account during
design.

4.3.6 Design for Pedestrians
Conway’s
infrastructure
network
should
accommodate pedestrians with a variety of needs,
abilities, and possible impairments. Age is one major
factor that affects the physical characteristics, walking
speed, and environmental perception of pedestrians.
For example, children have low eye height and walk
at slower speeds than adults. They also perceive the
environment differently at various stages of their
cognitive development. At the same time, older adults
walk more slowly and may require assistive devices for
walking stability, sight, and hearing.
The Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)
recommends a normal walking speed of three and a
half feet per second when calculating the pedestrian
clearance interval at traffic signals. Typical walking
speeds can drop to three feet per second in areas
with older populations and persons with mobility
impairments. While the type and degree of mobility
impairment varies greatly across the population, the
transportation system should accommodate these
users to the greatest reasonable extent.
Sidewalks
Sidewalks are the most fundamental element of the
walking network, as they provide an area for pedestrian
travel that is separated from vehicle traffic. Sidewalks
should be provided on both sides of major roadways
and on at least one side of collectors and minor
arterials or residential streets with at least 3 dwelling
units per acre. Sidewalks are typically constructed of
concrete and are separated from the roadway by a
curb and gutter and preferably a landscaped planting
strip area. Sidewalks are a common application in
both urban and suburban environments. Attributes
of well-designed sidewalks include the following:

to walk side-by-side. Different walking speeds
should be possible. In areas of intense pedestrian
use, sidewalks should accommodate the high
volume of walkers.
 Safety: Design features of the sidewalk should
allow pedestrians to have a sense of security
and predictability. Sidewalk users should not
feel they are at risk due to the presence of
adjacent traffic.
 Continuity: Walking routes should be obvious
and should not require pedestrians to travel out
of their way unnecessarily.
 Lighting: Good lighting is an important aspect
of visibility, safety, and accessibility.
 Landscaping: Plantings and street trees
contribute to the overall psychological and
comfort of sidewalk users, and should be
designed in a manner that contribute to the
safety of people and provide shade.
 Drainage: Sidewalks and curb ramps should be
designed so that standing water is minimized.
 Social space: There should be places for
standing, visiting, and sitting. The sidewalk area
should be a place where adults and children
can safely participate in public life.
 Quality of place: Sidewalks should contribute to
the character of neighborhoods and business
districts.
 Maintenance: Sidewalks should be kept free
of debris and should be repaired as needed or
as part of a sidewalk repair and replacement
schedule.

 Accessibility: A network of sidewalks should
be accessible to all users. Roadway crossing
distances and distances between crossings
should be minimized to accommodate and
encourage pedestrian travel.
 Adequate width: Two people should be able
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Sidewalk Zones
The sidewalk area can be broken down into four
distinct zones as seen in the figure below. The
concept of sidewalk zones should be strictly followed
for a sidewalk to function properly and provide safe
passage for all users. This is especially important for
users with visual or physical impairments to be able
to effectively navigate the corridor.
Other considerations such as sidewalk obstructions,
driveways, width and access through construction
areas are important to consider as well. The following
figure includes important considerations for sidewalk
design.
Intersections
Intersections are also an important piece of the
pedestrian realm. Attributes of pedestrian-friendly
intersection design include:
 Clear Space: Corners should be clear of
obstructions. They should also have enough
room for curb ramps, for transit stops where
appropriate, and for street conversations where
pedestrians might congregate.

and that motorists in the travel lanes can easily
see waiting pedestrians.
 Legibility: Symbols, markings, and signs used at
corners should clearly indicate what actions the
pedestrian should take.
 Accessibility: All corner features, such as
curb ramps, landings, call buttons, signs,
symbols, markings, and textures, should meet
accessibility standards and follow universal
design principles.
 Separation from Traffic: Corner design and
construction should be effective in discouraging
turning vehicles from driving over the pedestrian
area. Crossing distances should be minimized.
 Lighting: Good lighting is an important aspect
of visibility, legibility, and accessibility.
These attributes will vary with context but should be
considered in all design processes. For example, more
remote intersections may have limited or no signing.
However, legibility regarding appropriate pedestrian
movements should still be taken into account during
design.

 Visibility: It is critical that pedestrians on the
corner have a good view of vehicle travel lanes
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4.3.7 Program Recommendations
Bicycle and pedestrian education, encouragement,
and enforcement programs are a key part of building
support for infrastructure recommendations. These
programs educate residents on how to use bicycle
and pedestrian facilities, communicate why they
are important to the success of the community, and
ensure that all users of the transportation network are
safe and feel comfortable whether they’re walking,
biking, or driving.
National Bike Month
National Bike Month is a program established by the
League of American Bicyclists and recognized in towns
and cities across the US. It takes place yearly in May
and includes Bike to Work Week, which encourages
employees to commute, or partially commute, to
work by bike, as well as Bike to School Day.
Bicycle Friendly Community Program
The League of American Bicyclists started the
Bicycle Friendly Community (BFC) program to
encourage American cities to incorporate the “Five
Es” of bicycle planning within their jurisdictions:
engineering, education, encouragement, evaluation,
and enforcement. The process of completing the
application can be a useful benchmarking tool, while
obtaining the designation separates a town from
rivals, earns media attention, and can be used in town
branding materials to attract visitors and residents.

varying lengths—4.3, 7.4, and 25.4 miles, respectively.
Each of these routes starts and ends at the Conway
Marina on Elm Street. (This brochure is available at:
http://www.conwayparksandrecreation.com/images/
Bike_trail_brochure.pdf) These signed routes should
be maintained with proper street cleaning and wellmaintained route signage. Additional infrastructure
improvements that may be appropriate for certain
streets in these routes. Lastly, this map tool should be
expanded to include the network recommendations
in this plan as they are completed.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
Bicycle and pedestrian advocacy committees
are made up of advocates and local bike/walking
enthusiasts as well as municipal staff from a variety
of departments. The committees meet on a set
schedule and discuss upcoming infrastructure and
non-infrastructure initiatives. The groups can function
as a sounding board, an advisory group, and as a
way to bridge connections between the City and
residents. Such a committee can also help spread
the word about upcoming and current projects and
organize events. Since advisory committees are made
up of knowledgeable locals who frequently bike and
walk, they are able to alert City staff to local issues or
concerns and provide input on local projects.

Coastal Carolina University is one of just three
designated Bike Friendly Universities in South
Carolina. The City of Conway should consider pursuing
this designation in the coming years, as downtown
facility improvements are made and support for
biking grows within the community.
Community Bicycling Map
Community biking and walking maps introduce
residents to comfortable bikeways that they may
not otherwise know about. Partnering with local
groups to distribute print versions of the maps is
usually effective, as is posting the map online. The
Conway Parks and Recreation Department has
identified and signed three bike loop routes of
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4.3 Wayfinding Signage
A key priority for the City and its partners should be
to utilize environmental graphics and wayfinding
signage to reinforce gateways and cultivate a stronger
sense of arrival into Downtown Conway. Building on
this initiative, the City should consider planning and
implementing a system of directional signage for
motorists to downtown parking and key destinations
within the district. Furthermore, the City should utilize
pedestrian-scale signage in parking lots, at trailheads,
along key bicycle and pedestrian corridors.

4.3.1 Short-Term Initiatives
1.

Develop a citywide wayfinding master plan
with a special focus on multimodal signage for
downtown (kiosks, maps, trailhead, pedestrian
and bike directional signage)

2.

Fabricate and install branded banners along key
gateway corridors.

4.3.2. Mid-Term Initiatives
1.

Fabricate and install gateway signage (using
monumental or pole-mounted signs where
appropriate) at key downtown gateways.

2.

Implement Phase I of wayfinding master plan.

4.3.3. Long-Term Initiatives
1.

Implement additional phases of wayfinding
master plan.

2.

Explore countywide wayfinding plan.
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5.0 Implementation
Strategy and Action
Plan

5.0 Implementation Strategy and
Action Plan
Implementing this plan will require ongoing dialogue
between the City of Conway, the Burroughs Company,
private investors, and community stakeholders. The
plan should be treated as guidance while allowing for
flexibility.
Plans of this nature require a public commitment to
engender private sector commitment. The City of
Conway has demonstrated time and again its ability
to partner with Horry County, private stakeholders,
and the community at large to create improvements
that will enhance the quality of life for the City.
This plan outlines short, medium, and long term
recommendations that should be considered by
the community. South Carolina provides enabling
legislation that allows the City to explore creative
financing techniques to implement the plan. Among
these are:

community, recruit businesses that will
contribute to the sales tax, hospitality tax,
and accommodations tax, and residents
whose profile would likely be young
professionals without children and active
empty nesters.
¸¸ In the scheme of Horry County as a whole;
foregoing tax revenue to enhance this
district will have a minor impact on growing
revenue stream from property tax that
accrues to both the School District and
the County countywide while allowing the
City of Conway to create a situation where
the relatively low value of the vacant and
underutilized properties can be developed
to significantly impact the city and ultimately
benefit the County and the School District.

 Tax Increment Financing – a tool by which
the incremental tax value of an investment is
captured to fund public improvements within
a designated district. Tax Increment Financing
Plans require the cooperation of each taxing
jurisdiction from where the tax value will be
captured. This plan represents a significant
opportunity to explore this financing technique
for several reasons.
¸¸ Most of the properties identified in the
plan for development or redevelopment
are vacant and underutilized. Many are in
a state of decline that without investment
may create a drain on the tax base of the
community.
¸¸ This district represents a significant potential
for investment with the prerequisite that
sufficient public infrastructure is in place
to facilitate that investment.
Many of
the proposed private sector projects will
generate revenue that will “self finance”
Tax Increment Bonds. But for these public
investments, the private sector investments
are unlikely to occur.
¸¸ This district is significant to the City of
Conway – it represents a chance to foster
investment in the commercial core of the
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 Hospitality Tax Funds – Currently the City
of Conway levies a 1% hospitality tax that (if
unencumbered) can be used to facilitate some
of the improvements identified in the plan. This
revenue stream is likely to continue to grow as
the community grows. Investments depicted
in this plan will enhance visitor traffic in local
dining establishments creating a rational nexus
between the improvements and the purpose of
the Hospitality Tax.
 Accommodations Tax – The City of Conway also
levies an Accommodations tax. This revenue
stream is more limited in its application in that it
may be used to encourage additional visitation
to the community putting “heads in beds” of
local hotels. The gateway improvements and
wayfinding signs would qualify as enhancing

the visitor experience to Conway and promote
additional time spent in the community.
 Multicounty Business Parks – Cities may use
South Carolina’s multicounty business park
legislation on projects in downtowns to
promote private investment and fund public
infrastructure projects in support of commercial
growth. It allows for a fee in lieu of taxes
negotiation with a neighboring county that has
less growth than a county like Horry.
This list of incentives for downtown development is
not exhaustive. Conway will want to explore many
different funding sources and techniques to work
alongside the private sector community to implement
this plan.
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